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DevOps Talks Conference (DOTC)

DevOps Talks Conference (DOTC) aims to attract leaders and engineers who are practicing DevOps in startups and leading-edge enterprise companies. World-class speakers from cutting-edge IT startups and enterprises such as CHEF, New Relic, Google Cloud, Rancher Labs, JFrog, Scalyr, CyberArk and Microsoft Azure present about DevOps, Cyber Security, Containers, Cloud, Serverless, SRE, Blockchain, ChatOps and other advanced high tech subjects and new technologies.

- Explore the latest thinking, leverage from industry experts and world-class leaders
- Learn about the latest practices and technology which will help build and maintain resilient software systems
- Drive your DevOps transformation
- Boost tech team performance with DevOps
- See how your culture impacts your operations
- Attend optional workshops

WHAT TO EXPECT

2 Day conference with national and international speakers.

Engage with globally recognised companies and speakers.

Visit exhibits and collaborate with others in your field.

Network at our nightly cocktail functions and attend optional workshops.

For more information or to register as a delegate, speaker or sponsor - contact us via email dotc@talksplus.com

Australia +61 (0) 3-9914-3300
New Zealand +64 (0) 9-951-6233
Singapore +65 3138 6940

RATED ONE OF THE TOP CONFERENCES NOT TO BE MISSED
I'm loving the conference we are having a great time. Its kind of interesting because I hang out a lot around Silicon Valley and you hear a lot about culture and DevOps very often, and you come over.

This is a great conference. Australia is lucky to have something like this.

I had the pleasure in doing DevOps Talks 2019 in Australia. The combination of the right audience and great content was something you just couldn't miss. Melbourne's DevOps community, a blended engineers and managers crowd, and the impressive speakers' line-up made it one of the best conferences I attended this year. Great job, team. Thanks for the opportunity.

Come, network and talk to people who might be already doing what you are just planning to do. It might help you avoid some mistakes. Even if you pick up one idea, avoid one mistake or learn one new thing, it's worth investing your time and coming to the DevOps Talks Conference!

We will do deep dives into Terraform, Kubernetes, iterative metrics, dashboards, and monitoring for Cloud-Scale App, open source governance and compliance controls for AWS deployments. Our very international line-up of speakers will present the most interesting subjects of IT, High Tech and Emerging Tech.

Sponsoring is a great opportunity for your company to build brand awareness within the DevOps space and support the DevOps community.